ANNOUNCEMENT

Announcement on the progress of restoration works at the Electricity
Distribution Network in areas that were afflicted by the fires
We continue updating the public on the progress of the restoration
works carried out by HEDNO in the areas that were recently afflicted by the
fires and today, Friday, 13 August 2021, we are announcing the following:
According to the data released by the HEDNO Central Greece Region
Department, in Northern Evoia, and particularly in the Municipality of
Istiaia-Aidipsos, almost 100% of the residents have been reconnected
to electricity. Reconnection has been achieved either to the network or
through power generators. However, works for the reconnection of individual
customers are still ongoing. Similarly, in the Municipality of LimniMantoudi-Agia Anna, reconnection has been achieved at almost 98%,
also either through connection to the network or power generators.
Restoration works for the reconnection of individual customers and 3 small
villages are still in progress. At the same time, HEDNO, in coordination with
the Evoia Regional Unit and the respective Municipalities, has sucesfully dealt
with the reconnection to electricity of all major facilities and pump stations.
According to the data released by the Peloponnese-Epirus Region Department,
in Archaia Olympia, 100% of the customers have been reconnected to
electricity. In Eastern Mani, the villages of Karvela, Marathea and Agios
Vasilis have already been reconnected to electricity, while works are still
continuing for the restoration of the Medium and Low Voltage network.
Moreover, power generators are being transported which along with the
restoration of the low voltage network, will result in the reconnection to
electricity of the villages of Krini, Myrsini and Konakia until this evening. In
the area of Gortynia, hard efforts are made through targeted partial
restoration works for the network and the transportation of power generators
to ensure reconnection until tomorrow evening for the largest part of the
villages of Chora, Neochori, Livadaki, Chrysochori, Iamatikes Piges, Loutra,
Litharos, Agioneri, Ochthia, Pyrris, Agios Ioannis Archaia Iraia, Lotis, Liodora
and Kastraki, which still remain disconnected.
Finally, according to the data released by the Attica Region Department of
HEDNO, in the areas that were afflicted by the fires, reconnection has been
successful for over 99% of the accounts.
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However, we have scheduled the installation of power generators for
individual accounts and consumers for which immediate reconnection to the
network is still not possible.
Please note that HEDNO's technical crews are working hard and non-stop with
all their forces at all afflicted areas in order to ensure that all damages are
restores and all consumers are fully reconnected to electricity.
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